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E. Todd Tomkinson
Director, Roaming
Bell Mobility Inc.
5099 Creebank Road
Mississauga, ON

by email

June 13, 2017

RE:

Bell Mobility Response to TNW Wireless Inc. (“TNW”) Roaming Agreement

Dear Mr. Tomkinson,
We are in receipt of your letter of May 11, 2017, the Bell Mobility (“Bell”) response (the “Letter”) to the
TNW Wireless roaming proposal our letter of March 17 2017 and the April 7, 2017 meeting between Bell
and TNW (the “Meeting”). In your Letter you raise a number of points which form the basis for Bell’s
denial of a roaming agreement to TNW Wireless. While we are of the view that most if not all of these
points have been addressed at one time or another in the exchange of information between Bell and
TNW Wireless, I will provide specific responses here as well as comments as appropriate as Bell may not
yet have grasped the underlying nature of services to be offered by TNW.
First, I have spoken with the individuals who attended the Meeting on behalf of TNW and it is their
understanding that follow up information was not requested. Nevertheless, I will assume that any
information that Bell is currently seeking is contained in your Letter.
As a preamble to the responses, I believe it is important to clarify what constitutes use of a public
mobile network (“PMN”). While this may seem quite basic, it does seem to form much of the basis for
Bell’s objection to TNW entering the Canadian Wireless Market using iPCS.
According to Bell Mobility Tariff CRTC 15011 – Item 100, Definition Section (a) 22:
Public Mobile Network’’ or ‘’PMN’’ means either party’s network witch complies with the
definition of a GSM network as set out in section a.(a) of this tariff item. Of the Articles of
Association of the GSM Association
As per the GSM Association (“GSMA”) Permanent Reference Document version 3.18 of December 1,
2014 related to a GSM Network:
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GSM Network ‐ A network which qualifies as a GSM Network shall have the following
attributes:
a) Conforms to the published specifications and standards for the family of GSM mobile
communication systems and future evolutions thereof (e.g. which may include but is
not limited to GSM, DCS, PCS, UMTS or its equivalent and LTE), as defined by the
relevant technical specifications of the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute ("ETSI"), 3GPP or other standards development organisations together with
other relevant documents and the Permanent Reference Documents; as recognised
by the GSMA (collectively hereinafter referred to as the "GSM Standards");
b) Incorporates interfaces towards other GSM Networks for signalling (e.g. which may
include but is not limited to MAP, CAMEL as appropriate); interfaces towards radio
base‐ GSM Association Non‐Confidential Official station sub‐systems or other
network entities (e.g. including but not limited to A, Gb, Iu, as appropriate);
interfaces between the subscriber identity module (e.g. SIM, UIM) and the mobile
terminal equipment; suitable interfaces towards public fixed telecommunications
networks for telephone and data services; interfaces for support of the billing and
accounting principles set out in the Permanent Reference Documents (e.g. including
but not limited to TAP as appropriate); all of which conform to the GSM Standards;
c) Incorporates a "fixed‐part" infrastructure consisting of a communications platform
of suitable network entities (e.g. which may include but is not limited to MSC, GSN,
AUC, HLR, VLR as appropriate) for performing the functions of traffic transmission
and switching/routing, subscriber authentication and mobility management; all of
which conform to the GSM Standards; and
d) Incorporates a "wireless‐part" infrastructure consisting of a radio base‐station sub‐
system and utilising an air interface which:
i)
ii)

in the case of terrestrial‐based radio systems, uses an openly specified air
interface which conforms to the GSM Standards; or
in the case of satellite‐based radio systems, uses a specialised air interface
to allow for the deployment of earth‐orbital satellites in the network's
infrastructure which act as a complement to the coverage of terrestrial GSM
Networks

“Operator Member” Means an operator that qualifies as a Member of the GSMA and
which
(i) is licensed to operate and is allocated frequencies to operate a GSM Network;
and
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(ii) is operating or preparing to operate a GSM Network for the purpose of
providing publicly available commercial services;
Clearly therefore, TNW does operate its own PMN as per the GSMA and therefore as per Bell’s
definition. Furthermore as this letter will describe, iPCS uses its PMN exclusively (including its licensed
spectrum at all times), i.e. TNW’s home public mobile network (“HPMN”) when providing service to its
subscribers via the iPCS Wi‐Node technology (described in more detail later). Intrinsic to the use of a
PMN is the use of licensed spectrum. If no licensed spectrum is used, there cannot be any deemed use
of a PMN. iPCS cannot therefore be deemed to be using another wireless operator’s PMN as a visited
public mobile network (“VPMN”) as iPCS using Wi‐Node disable the International Mobile Subscriber
Identification code (IMSI) in its UICC SIMs card module which then in turn disable the users smartphone
devices 3GPP radio(s) and stop emitting any electromagnetic frequency on any licensed spectrum.
Therefore the device cannot be connected to another operator’s PMN while it is connected to the
TNW’s own PMN remotely.
As per an example, if a subscriber happened to be registered to the PMN (VPMN) of Bell, arrives home,
connect to a Wi‐Fi Internet service provided by TNW, then his phone will de‐register from Bell’s PMN,
stop emitting licensed radio frequencies, and will then no longer be consider a VPMN user. By
alternating from on Bell PMN to TNW PMN and vice versa will therefore not be place in a permanent
roaming situation.
This understanding is particularly pertinent given ISED Minister Navdeep Bains June 5, 2017
announcement to have the CRTC re‐visit the whole issue of roaming and PMN . TNW Wireless has
already been invited to contribute to the discussion at the Ministerial level. Notwithstanding any
potential change in telecommunications policy that will no doubt occur within the next year, TNW
Wireless’ position is that its service offerings as described here are fully compliant with all current CRTC
regulations and that it will comply with any future regulations and conform fully to Bell’s Tariff for
roaming services.
At this point we will respond to the specific points and questions from your Letter:
Subscriber Types
With respect to services to be offered by TNW Wireless, Bell may have misinterpreted TNW’s
service offerings. TNW does not intend to offer 2 types of roaming (Type A and Type B as noted in
the Letter) but rather will have 2 types of subscribers. The first type of subscriber (the “Traditional
Subscriber”) will utilize traditional 3GPP GSM for access to the TNW network and the second would
use iPCS data only Smartphone‐over‐IP cloud‐based technology (the “iPCS Subscriber”, collectively
“Subscriber Types”). Any subscriber using iPCS would NOT be able to use voice, data and text
messaging through native device functions. Later in this letter we will provide some technical
background on why in fact it would not be possible for an iPCS subscriber to do so.
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Describe the precise protections that TNW currently has in place to ensure that it:

1.1.1. Does not issue phone numbers to customers from exchanges outside of the TNW Network
Footprint;
With respect to the Traditional subscriber – 3GPP GSM/UMTS – they will only be issued phone
numbers from cities within TNW’s licensed spectrum geographical boundaries. For iPCS
subscribers using TNW’ Smartphone‐over‐IP (“SoIP”) technology, we refer you to CRTC 2017‐56.
In that decision there is no requirement for a number to be located in a specific geographical
territory under a data‐only scenario. In fact, paragraph 46 of the Decision specifically directs Bell
(and Rogers) to:
. . . remove from their proposed tariffs the clauses prohibiting customers from
gaining access to roaming services if their mobile phone numbers are associated
with exchanges situated outside their home carrier’s network footprint.
In the CRTC 2017‐56 decision (the “Decision”), the Commission is more focussed on incidental
versus permanent roaming which we will deal with.
1.1.2. Does not sell or market its services outside of the geographic area within the TNW Network
Footprint;
Again, under CRTC 2017‐56, the Commission focusses on issues of permanent versus incidental
roaming – not marketing – and did conclude that any restrictions on sales and marketing were
problematic from a monitoring perspective and by placing restrictions on sales and marketing
and noted in paragraph 53, that the incumbents could create a condition ;
. . . to control the marketing practices of its competitors creates the potential for
anti‐competitive abuse.
Furthermore in paragraph 55, the Commission directed Rogers Communications;
. . . to remove the following from its proposed tariff:




the condition that the wholesale roaming customer and its resellers are not
to sell or market their services, other than prepaid top‐up cards, at physical
retail locations situated outside the home carrier’s network footprint;
the condition prohibiting the wholesale roaming customer and resellers from
marketing or promoting services in a manner that would result in their end‐
users permanently roaming; and
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the condition that the wholesale roaming customer is not to provide, and
ensure that its resellers do not provide, a technological device to their end‐
users that has as its sole or predominant purpose permitting them to engage
in excessive roaming.

As such, we believe this question is not pertinent to obtaining a roaming agreement and contrary to the
CRTC Decision.
1.1.3. Does not sell or market its services in a manner that is likely to result in its customers gaining
permanent access to the Bell wholesale roaming services;
This is both a marketing and a technical question. TNW understands clearly and respects the
requirement not to be roaming more than 50% of the time for 3 consecutive months, the
standard established by the CRTC for incidental versus permanent roaming. iPCS has a real time
system which monitors use on its home versus visited PMN network. Under the iPCS terms of
service, subscribers must adhere to regulations regarding incidental roaming. In a situation
where a subscriber exceeds incidental roaming use, their roaming capabilities are suspended
until the subsequent billing cycle.
1.1.4. Does not sell or market a device with a predominant purpose of permitting its customers to
gain permanent access to Bell (or other carriers') roaming services;
No device will be sold with the predominant purpose of permanent roaming plain and simple.
That is not our business model and we are fully compliant with CRTC 2017‐56 and will remain
compliant with any future decisions. All iPCS enabled phones are equipped with an iPCS
proprietary SIM which disables the radio and does not permit registration on a VPMN except
when roaming incidentally. There is no other way to use the phone which is equipped with an
iPCS SIM except for emergency services as described later.
As noted earlier, to be considered on a VPMN a subscriber needs to be registered and using
licensed spectrum of the roaming partner within the wireless operator’s radio network, within a
licensed territory or geolocation and emitting EMF from their device to use the network. As we
will detail further, iPCS expands its home public mobile network (“HPMN”) on Wi‐Fi by
backhauling to use the TNW licensed spectrum via a remote gateway.
1.1.5. Takes commercially reasonable steps to limit roaming on the Bell PMN to incidental levels.
TNW is taking more than commercially reasonable steps to limit roaming. It is providing a
technical solution for the issue as noted above which will limit the roaming to incidental level.
Furthermore, when using the TNW Wi‐Node, there is no roaming partner licensed spectrum
being used and no registration of the 3GPP radio i.e. there is no use of roaming partner
resources in any way.
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2.

Questions in respect of Type A Roaming (Traditional Subscriber)

2.1.

Please describe the technological solution that will be used to deliver services to its Type A
roaming customers.
Services will be provided on 3G for voice and data over circuit switch and packet switch system,
UMTS 3G circuits and packets as well as a 4G/LTE data switch. TNW will also operate its own
4G/LTE data over its LTE EPC core network.

2.2.

Please supply a precise map outlining the coverage area of the TNW PMN as it exists today
(including the GPS co‐ordinates of its tower sites, antenna configuration & ISED licenses in
use).
Please see attached Appendix A for coverage area. Also please see Appendix B for planned
deployment along the Alaska Highway (which deployment is currently being coordinated at all 3
levels of government) and below:
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2.3.

Please provide the current boundaries of the network footprint that is currently served by the
TNW PMN within its licensed territories (the "TNW Network Footprint").
Please see response in 2.2

2.4.

Please provide the current population residing within the TNW Network Footprint.
The following tables detail footprint populations.
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2.5.

Please supply drive testing results that show the performance that is generally experienced by
TNW customers within the TNW PMN footprint.
Drive test results are company confidential but was provide sample results in Appendix C to
show examples of reception. Please note that earlier this year ISED conducted extensive drive
tests for all TNW antenna sites. ISED has deemed the results of its tests to be fully compliant
with TNW’s conditions of license.

2.6.

Please provide the forecasted number of unique customers that TNW expects to use its
wireless services within the TNW Network Footprint on a monthly basis.
This information is at present part of our confidential marketing plan and is typically not
required at this stage of developing a roaming agreement for tariff services. As per question 3.7,
TNW will provide forecasts required by the regulations.

2.7.

Please provide the forecasted number of unique customers that TNW expects to roam outside
of the TNW Network Footprint on a monthly basis and the forecasted average amount of voice
and data usage on a per‐unique customer basis.
This information is at present part of our confidential marketing plan and is typically not
required at this stage of developing a roaming agreement for tariff services. As per question 3.7,
TNW will provide forecasts required by the regulations.

3.

Questions in respect of Type B Roaming (iPCS Subscribers)

3.1.

Please describe the technological solution that will be used to deliver services to its Type B
roaming customers (iPCS Subscribers).
iPCS utilizes a Wi‐Node private network system to remotely access TNW’s 850MHz licensed
spectrum gateways and permits users to remain connected to TNW's Home Public Mobile
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Network (HPMN) while located within its licensed spectrum territory (in‐territory) but where
TNW Wireless signal is not available as well as when outside its licensed territory (out‐of‐
territory) through the use of private networks all while assuring its end‐users full availability,
quality and reliability of services. iPCS Wi‐Node therefore provides coverage in areas where
TNW does not have spectrum and/or fill in wireless coverage gaps in areas where TNW does
have spectrum, but has not yet deployed network facilities.
iPCS Wi‐Nodes enable TNW's wireless subscribers to use their service in remote locations both
within or outside its licensed spectrum area through the use of embedded private network
technologies which backhauls connectivity to TNW's closest physical (e)NodeB Wireless Base
Station (BTS).
Through Wi‐Node Gateways (cloud spectrum), subscribers make use of the TNW's licensed radio
frequency of its Radio Access Network (RAN) remotely in order to maintain registration and
communication with TNW's HPMN core network for Voice, Data and SMS services. Users'
smartphones connect on a private network over Internet Protocol (IP) similar to cellular protocol
such that the Home NodeB IuH interfaces (3G networks) or S1 interfaces over IP (4G/LTE
networks) for connection to a BTS. TNW's RAN, the Wi‐Node gateways and iPCS private network
interface form a single inseparable network.
While using iPCS Wi‐Node, users' devices de‐register from any roaming partner network which
halts the use of any Visited Public Mobile Network (VPMN) spectrum and automatically turns off
the smartphone cellular radio while at the same time uses TNW's licenced spectrum through a
private network connection via fixed Ethernet USB cable adaptor or Wi‐Fi.
Incidental use of wholesale roaming service occurs in real time when the Wi‐Node gateway
connectivity is lost on the private network and therefore the cellular radio is turned back on and
registration to a roaming network is re‐established. This occurs without any interruption of an
in‐call voice or Internet connection other than a few second pause. As wholesale roaming
agreements are on non‐exclusive basis, iPCS controllers undertake real time load balancing and
select which wholesale roaming partner network is to be used with each incidental roaming
session. This optimizes the data consumption ratio between TNW's HPMN and the individual
VPMN partner networks.
3.2.

Please correct any inaccuracies in the manner in which Bell understands Type B roaming (iPCS
Subscribers) further to our meeting with Messrs. Unrau and Panesar, and/or the manner in
which it has been described herein.
Please refer to response in 3.1.

3.3.

Where TNW intends to use the iPCS technology or any similar application:
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3.3.1. describe how TNW will rely on roaming when a customer does not have access to Wi‐Fi
(including where their own home Wi‐Fi is not operative).
The iPCS SIM card using proprietary technology will access the IMSI code such that the user
device can on a real time basis be registered to a roaming partner network (VPMN).
3.3.2. describe how TNW will rely on roaming when the iPCS servers or remote infrastructure are
inoperative or unreachable.
The TNW infrastructure has several points of presence and both the core and network are fully
redundant. There are several access points on the TNW footprint PMN and the system is load
balanced. As such we do not anticipate any greater downtime than any other wireless operator.
Furthermore, and most important from a roaming perspective, iPCS can only operate if the TNW
network is functional. Since iPCS cannot fall back onto the phone’s native interface due to the
nature of the technology and how the SIMs operates, there can be no roaming without iPCS as a
system being fully operational.
3.3.3. describe how TNW will rely on roaming when the iPCS cellular (LTE/HPSA) relay located within
the TNW Network Footprint is unavailable or has insufficient capacity available.
As per 3.3.2, they system is fully redundant and has ample capacity to meet TNW’s needs. Also
as per 3.3.2 if for any reason the TNW infrastructure goes down, iPCS will not work.
Also, if for any reason the iPCS SIM is not in a phone, there is no connection to the iPCS network
and a subscriber would not be able to access any roaming partner.
3.3.4. describe how TNW intends to disable native mobile device functions (dialer, SMS, data
services, etc.) and replace them with iPCS applications. Identify this process for each mobile
operating system (i0S, Android and others).
To be clear, iPCS does not per se disable the native dialer and text functions. iPCS is a
Smartphone‐over‐IP service which works transparently under IOS and Android. The application
permits cloud‐based phone service. For incidental roaming the TNW IMSI code is used.
In a roaming situation, iPCS will search for available networks. In the case of Bell for example,
Bell will take the IMSI information and connect with Syniverse, the common clearinghouse.
Syniverse will then contact TNW’s core network. TNW then returns authorization for data only
service profile. A session is then initiated and a subscriber profile is downloaded between TNW
and Bell via Syniverse. All voice and text services are disabled in the session and the session will
only work with packet switch data (GPRS).
All iPCS usage is controlled at TNW’s APN level and through the iPCS controller.
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3.4.

Please describe how enhanced, location‐aware emergency ("E911") services are made
available by TNW to its customers when using:
(i)

TNW's own network;

TNW Wireless uses an Enhanced 9‐1‐1 system for all its emergency call originated from its
subscriber. When call is initiated from the 3GPP GSM/UMTS Circuit Switch, calls are router to
TNW current Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) Public Safety service provider. All 9‐1‐1 calls are
directed to the Emergency Response Center (ERC) as the primary Public Safety Answering Point
(PSAP). Location information is retrieve from TNW’s real‐time Automatic Location Information
(ALI) database. Once the physical location is verified the call is transferred to the appropriate
PSAP within seconds.
TNW log sin real time, the geolocation position of the NodeB that it is connected to from the
originating an 9‐1‐1 call and updates the ALI database while the call is being transmitted to the
PSAP. If at least two NodeB radio was receiving registration signal form the user handset IMEI
code, then the HNodeB gateway provides our ALI immediately through the angle of arrival
(AOA), the estimated GPS coordinates of the position of the device. Furthermore, if a network
based location triangulation is available while three NodeBs are receiving same registration
signal then TNW’s HNodeB Gateways, through the radio resource location services protocol
(LCS) provides an estimated geolocation position of the handset under Time Difference of Arrival
(TDOA) with Multi‐Lateration calculation conversation system and permits the networks to
determinate the time difference and therefore distance from each NodeB radio to determine
geoposition via triangulation. In all cases TNW’s permanent GPS coordinate conversation data
system converts the estimate GPS coordinates into the closest street address and updates the
ALI data base as the call in connected to TNW’s primary PSAP. The average process from
retrieving the NobeB position or by AOA or TDOA then converting into GPS coordinates and then
converting in the closes street address by using TNW real‐time synchronises MSAG (Master
Street Address Guide) is less than 4 seconds and happens before the ALI database is required by
the PSAP provider. Our third party PSAP emergency dispatch center's are now equipped with
computer‐assisted dispatch (CAD) system and have already implemented real‐time onscreen
Enhanced 9‐1‐1 street map display with graphic user interfaces (GUI) to highlight the caller's
handset position.
Please note that the above is confidential and patent pending but not yet published.

(ii)

Bell's wholesale roaming services;

As Bell already knows, all 9‐1‐1 calls made over a Visited PMN are being routed to Bell PSAP
service and TNW will have no oversight or control on this case. If 9‐1‐1 is being dialed from the
3GPP GSM/UMTS dial pad interface, calls will be processed and routed normally used by Bell to
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the VPMN PSAP service normally by Bell as any basic 9‐1‐1 calls had must be relayed to a call
center, regardless of whether or not the mobile phone is already registered to the VPMN. Bell
will have to comply with all current CRTC PSAP requirements and provide by its own mean
latitude and longitude of callers within a certain precision at it is prescribed within a specific
amount of time after inquired by the PSAP emergency services

(iii)

iPCS on TNW's own network;

TNW support both Handset Based and Network Based location system. As a standard, all
geolocation Global Positioning System (GPS) function on smartphone must be turned on while
using iPCS service. As such, GPS coordinates are maintained in real time in the iPCS backend
servers and any calls place to 9‐1‐1 or by pressing and holding the default 9‐1‐1 button on iPCS,
will be sent to TNW’s PSAP service provider while the GPS coordinates are being converted into
the closed street address by using TNW real‐time synchronised MSAG (Master Street Address
Guide) and updating in real time the ALI database accordantly. Should the GPS location system
not be activated or not properly function while a call is placed to the PSAP service, TNW’s real
time fall back system is activated as describe in the answer at 3.4 (i).

(iv)

iPCS when accessing Wi‐Fi;

If a 9‐1‐1 call is placed over the iPCS interface while the device is connected on a Wi‐Fi network
witch backhaul the connectivity to TNW home public mobile network (HPMN) remote access,
calls place to PSAP will be routed as described in 3.4 (iii). Furthermore, as explained previously,
when iPCS is connected to TNW’s HPMN through a Wi‐Fi connection, the device is deregistered
from VPMN core network and is no longer using licensed bandwidth of the roaming partner
network. Even if the phone is not using iPCS 911 access occurs via 3GPP and the call is routed to
the closest PMN by default.
(v)

iPCS when utilizing Bell's wholesale roaming services;

Same as 3.4 (iii) for iPCS and same as 3.4 (ii) if use from 3GPP native dial pad
(vi)

any other situation not addressed in (i) through (v), above.

All possible situations and context have been covered at response to 3.4 (i) to 3.4 (iv)
In is important to note that iPCS also have a Panic Button as a standard feature that will relay to
3 preselected iPCS users (parents, friends or other) with a real time access to the devices hands‐
free speaker for two‐way communication while displaying on screen of the answering device the
geo‐location map of the caller.
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Finally, as stated earlier, Bell should be aware that iPCS are patents pending technologies that
include some of the PSAP emergency location and communication systems as described in the
Q&A letter. Some of the information contained in this letter is of confidential nature as some of
iPCS patents have not yet been publish yet for public review (within 18 months of the fillings).
3.5.

Please describe how the iPCS technology complies with GSMA standards for roaming.
TNW has reviewed all rules, regulations and permanent reference documents of the GSMA. iPCS
as described here complies with all relevant directives regarding HPMN and VPMN and as such
there is nothing that prevents the use of iPCS technology under the GMSA.

3.6.

Please describe what protections, if any, exist in the iPCS application to prevent end‐users
from intentionally disabling or avoiding the use of wi‐fi services as a means to enable
permanent access and use to Bell's mobile network by way of roaming.
The technology as described in question series 3, i.e. any phone equipped with an iPCS SIM,
cannot access any other network except for incidental roaming (which is monitored and limited)
and for emergency services where no iPCS service can be accessed.

3.7.

Please provide the forecasted number of unique customers that TNW expects to use the iPCS
application on a monthly basis.
As we understand it, this information is no a requirement to enter into a roaming agreement. As
per the regulations, when an agreement is in place TNW will provide the forecasts required.

3.8.

Please provide the forecasted number of unique customers using the iPCS application that
TNW expects to roam outside of the TNW Network Footprint on a monthly basis and the
forecasted average amount of voice and data usage on a per‐unique customer basis.
Please see 3.7.

4.

Technical Questions

4.1.

Given the unconventional nature of the wireless services to be offered by TNW, it would be
ideal if TNW could demonstrate how Type B customers would actually receive service. We
propose that TNW provide at least two operative wireless devices configured for Type B
roaming (at least one Android device and one iOS device) for testing.
This is not a problem once TNW and Bell reach a general understanding on a roaming
agreement. We are further prepared to provide any technical support Bell may require in order
to fully understand the technology.
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I trust that these answers are satisfactory and that we can move on to establishing the roaming
agreement. The completion of this process is long overdue as per CRTC directives and ISED Client
Procedures Circulars (CPC)‐2‐0‐17 ‐ Conditions of Licence for Mandatory Roaming. Should there be any
other information required at this stage, TNW will provide this in an expedited manner.
I look forward to executing a roaming agreement as soon as possible.
Sincerely

Lawry Trevor‐Deutsch
President
CC:
Kevin Neals, Bell
Chris Cates, Bell
Jonathan Blakey, Bell
Ivan Mihaljevic, Bell
Robin Constantin, Bell
Sylvia Crews, Bell
Norine Nobuto, Bell
Lori Kay, Bell
Domenica Maciocia, Bell
Stan Thompson, Northwestel
Francois Gagnon, BLG
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Lisa Hiebert, BLG
Magnus C. Verbrugge, BLG
Eugénie Lefebvre, BLG
Mike Bell, E & Y
Kevin Brennan, E & Y
Warren Milman, McCarthy
Sandeep Panesar, 864
Glen Gregory, 864
Owen Gilbert, 864
Eric Unrau, 864
Lucas E. Lung, Lerners
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3) Drive test conducted in residential area close to the Alaska Highway
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